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- ..",..", -.. by Charles Givens

This is the first in a series of articles
aimed at the model rail without a large
technical library of his own. I plan to
present information showing where
various details were placed on
locomotives and cars and why they were
used. I will explain how they work in
enough detail to prevent modeling
boners without getting tedious on
prototype operations. In other words I
won't deal with the rules for handling
the air down a 4'10 grade but will provide
details explaining the retainer valve
which is a needed detail.

The series will begin with locomotives
and after I get tired of writing about #6
distributing valves and Monitor injec-
tors I will begin on car details. Drawings
will be included whenever possible.
Since we are interested in small-time
railroading the appliances for very large
and modem steam locomotives as well
as streamlined passenger equipment will
not be discussed. Mostly I will cover the
normal practice for narrow gauge, logg-
ing and shortline railroading from about
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1900 to the end of the small steam era. It
seems that after about 1929 the
technology stood still.

All information will be presented as
per prototype. This is a series on what to
model and why, but not how to do it.

So let's begin! Basic piping is my first
subject. Most pipework on rolling stock
is done in 1/4 " to 2" IPS (Iron pipe size)

using cast fittings and taper threads. So
here is the first rub, the nominal size has
nothing to do with the actual outside
diameter. Table I shows actual OD's.
Table 2 is a listing of standard AAR fit-
tings and Table 3 lists standard AAR
valves. Many other variations were also
used but these were universal. Regular
exceptions will be covered when I ex-
plore air brakes and certain steam lines
in future issues.

When laying out piping remember
that the pipe fitters had to screw things
together so that a large number of un-
ions were used to make assembly possi-
ble. A union is a three piece fitting with
ends that thread on the pipes to be

joined and a coupling that holds
machined seats together. Thus pipes can
be joined without turning them. Looking
at some photos and giving a little
thought will indicate where to use them.

Three major types of valves are used
- gate, globe, and check. Gate valves
are for closed or wide open use and were
rarely used on locomotives. Globe valves
were used by the gross! Angle valves are
a variation of globe types. Check valves
are automatic one-way valves. The style
illustrated was most used on
locomotives. They must be installed in a
horizontal pipe run, cap up, as il-
lustrated.

Lubricator lines and air brake control
lines were usually tubing. Tubing sizes
are actual O.D. and the tubing is bent to
fit. Fittings are used only on the ends.

TABLE 1.
Actual Outside Diameter (O.D.) of

Standard Iron Pipe Sizes

Nominal Size ActuaIO.D.

1/8" .405"
\14 " .540"

:Y8" .675"
1/2 " .840"

:Y4 " 1.050"

1" 1.315"

11/4" 1.660"

1 \12" 1.900"

2" 2.375"

2 \12" 2.875"

3" 3.500"
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- by Charles Givens

This month I will examine the devices
used to measure water level in the boiler
of a locomotive.

Water level is critical. Too low water
level exposes the crownsheet, this has
lead to bits of engine and engine men be-
ing spread about the landscape, a con-
sequence of tragic proportions. Too high
water level and water will carryover into
the cylinder heads. These are highly un-
desirable consequences but at least not
usually fatal.

Two devices were used to check water
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Backhead of Casper, South Fork &
Eastern #5, the "Trojan", a very small
oil-burning 2-6-6-2. The reflex water
glass shows on the left of fireman's
side. Note that the top connection is in
the top of the boiler, the preferred but
far from universal case. On this engine
the engineer can't see the glass, an un-
usual situation. The gauge cocks show
under the throttle lever on the right
side.

Photo by Charles Givens.
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level. 1) the water glass and 2) gauge
cocks. The most used by enginemen was
the water glass with its shut-off cocks
and drain cock. The bottom of the water
glass was at least 3" above the
crownsheet, its length varied but was
arranged so that half full was the normal
level and the level would be visible at all
times from both sides of the cab.
Sometimes this required two water
glasses, sometimes one. The number was
not always governed by the size of the
engine.

Two types of water glasses were used:
the plain tubular glass and the reflex

glass. Tubular glasses always had a
guard to keep flying glass and live steam
from injuring enginemen. The reflex
glass used a ribbed, flat, thick glass that
was almost shatter-proof. The reflex
prisims caused the liquid to show black,
and the steam space, silvery white. If the
prisms were worn reading became dif-
ficult. The proponents of tubular glasses
were quick to point this out.

Gauge cocks were installed in sets of
three, diagonally on the engineer's side
of the backhead, and in easy reach. The
bottom cock was at least 3" above the
crown sheet and the spacing between the
cocks was at least 3" vertically. A drip
funnel was provided underneath the
cocks with a drain of 3/4" or 1" pipe
through the cab floor. The engineer
opened the valve and observed whether
dry steam or water, flashing to steam,
escaped. This was crude but accurate,
and allowed a check on the water glass,
which could give occasional false
readings.

One last note for modelers, the water
gauges should always be mounted ver-
tically. When detailing your boiler
backhead do this unless you have
positive knowledge to the contrary and
can keep the nitpickers at bay. .
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and Hancock Inspirator. The most
common injector for stationary ser-
vice was the Pemberthy. They were
cheap, reliable, simple and none of
the valves were built in. The larger
Pemberthys, however, were rarely
used on locomotives. Monitor and
Sellers injectors were most popular
on shortlines and in the woods. The
Monitor was least convenient to use
but very reliable and would work
when worn more than others. Sellers
introduced the injector to American
practice and was the leader in the field
until the decline of steam.

by Charles Givens

MaN ITOR

This month we will consider the
injector, a part of the feedwater sys-
tem. Most narrow gauge, shortline,
and logging locomotives used lifting
injectors and very, very few used
feedwater heaters. Therefore we
won't discuss feed water heaters such
as Elesco, Worthington, etc. at all
but will deal only with injectors.

The injector is a device which uses
steam velocity to force water into
the boiler against boiler pressure. In
the process, the heat of the steam is
returned to the boiler by heating the
feedwater. Injectors are divided into
two classes, lifting and non-lifting.
Lifting injectors are normally placed
above the tender water level while
non-lifting have a gravity water sup-
ply.

This month we discuss lifting in-
jectors; next month, non-lifting. Two
means of feeding water to the boiler
must be provided; there are no ex-
ceptions to this. On these small en-
gines this usually means that there
must be two lifting injectors, one on
each side of the cab. Each is supplied
from the tender through a hose and
pipe of 11/z" to 3" I.P.S. size. The
only valve in this line is the tank
valve. Steam is supplied from the
boiler (usually from the turret)
through a main steam valve and pipe
the same size or smaller than the
water line. The delivery pipe to the
boiler is about the same size as the
steam line and never has any sharp
bends. Most often, the pipe is bent
and no els are used up to the boiler
check valve (a most important item).
Injectors were often placed in the cab
to prevent freezing and for ease of
operation. By means of reach rods,
however, they could be placed for-
ward on the boiler. If you are model-
ing one of these engines check your
prototype! Also don't forget the end
of the overflow pipe which must b~
visible from the cab for operation of
the injector.

Many makes, sizes, shapes, and
styles of injectors were used througll
the years but most common were the
Monitor, Sellers, Nathan, Simplex,i,." '~'i,.c; c." " SELLERS

January 1976
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The Nathan, Simplex, and large
Sellers injectors were mainline favor-
ites. The SP was big on Simplex.
Edna Brass is an interesting firm,
because their locomotive products
were all direct copies of Nathan, De-
troit, etc., to the point that parts were
interchangeable. So if the injector
was an "Edna" you need to know
what had been copied. Usually it was
a Monitor.

Inspirators had an extra set of lift-
ing tubes but otherwise worked like
other injectors. The N orthem Pacific
was a big user as they thought that
inspirators were more resistant to
freezing. Inspirators were installed
alongside the firebox or boiler, set
horizontally about one foot above
water level; height of lift should not
exceed seven feet according to Wm.
Sellers and Co. instructions. There
were also some backhead mountings,
notably on the Pennsy. Next issue
/We will continue with the boiler
checks, valves, etc. used with injec-
tors and add a bit about non-lifting
types.OHIO
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Nathan Non-lifting

Injector

Let's take a quick look at non-
lifting injectors. These were rarely, if
ever, used on our shortline engines but
here is some information if you need
it. They were always placed under the
cab so that water would gravity feed
from the tender. The Nathan sketch
shows a typical installation on the
engineer's side. A lifting injector or
feed water heater might be on the fire-
man's side. Note that the steam valve
is separate in the form of an "inter-
mediate steam valve" or "starting
valve."

The boiler check is the final device
we will examine in the feedwater path.
Special forms of check valves as illus-
trated were standard, but when in the
woods or on poverty level operations
many were the variations! Ordinary
pattern check valves would be used,
as many as three or more in line, to
stop leaks. Leakage from the boiler
would overheat the injector, which
would then not work. So the leakage
was stopped in any way possible.

To conclude our feedwater survey we
have prepared the following sketch.
Note that a tank valve in the tender is
always the beginning of the water path,
through a hose to the.injector, through
a boilercheck totheboiler. Thechecksare
side (usually) or top mounted. The
steam travels from the turret through
a main steam valve (always!) to the in-
jector. The overflow is run down to
near track level (12" or more above)
and must be in sight of the operator.

Top Mount
Boi ler Check

Typical Boiler Checks

TOMAIN
~STEAM VALVE

~INJECTOR [
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n
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long, standard, pump and the short,
narrow gauge, pump. The "narrow-
gauge" type was most likely originated
for the D&RG, a very early air brake
user. The standard long pump appears
in many very old D&RG, photos and
the short version somewhat later,
during the 1880's. All were obsolete
before 1900 and most were already
replaced by that date.
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This series now completes its first
year. We will celebrate (?) by beginn-
ing our discussion of Mr. Westing-
house's great invention, the air brake.
But first- if any of you find any errors,
need more data, or can supply more
data please write to me c/o The
Gazette. I'd like to hear from you.

Let's begin our study of the air
system. The apparatus evolved con-
tinuously from the beginnings around
1870 until about 1900. Most of the
apparatus found on narrow gauge,
shortline, and logging engines to the
end of steam was in use before 1910.
If you are modeling in the 19th
century-good luck. You must depend
on photos or drawings for details. The
1879 and 1888 Car Builder's Dic-
tionaries are the best resource easily
obtained these days. (Newton K.
Gregg reprints)

Except for compressors we will
confine our discussion to the post-
1900 equipment. Westinghouse Air
Brake Co. had a monopoly until the
New York Air Brake Co. appeared
about 1900. Except for compressors
the N. Y. equipment was very similar
to Westinghouse, and the compressors
are the only N. Y. items we will review.

The heart of the system and the
most visible model-wise is the steam
driven air compressor or air pump as it
is commonly called. Except for early
evolution and a few "Sports", all air
pumps are readily cataloged. All
operate with a steam piston directly
connected thru a rod to; an ai~ piston.
The 6",8",91/2", and 11" pumps all
use a single cylinder each end and are
single stage pumps. The word "phase"
is improper here. All size disignations
refer to steam cylinder diameter. The
81/2" cross compound and the six sizes
of New York A.B. Duplex pumps
round out the lot.

The 6" pumps came in many
variants but for model buildings you
only need to worry about two- the

'1t ~
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Next came the 8" pump which
appeared in oringinal form in the
1880's as "extra size for freight
service". The newer version was
obsolete for new Railway service by
1916, but the Hawaii Ry. 2-4-2 built in
1925 used an 8" pump and long
obsolete A-I brake equipment. You
must know your prototype. The early
and late designs were quite different,
but for model builders the visual
differences were slight and mostly
confined to the top steam cylinder
head. Our drawing is the new version.

The 91/2" pump was used in huge
numbers. It was far and away the
standard on small locomotives. The
91/2" may easily be recognized because
of the radiation ribs on the air (lower)
cylinder, None of the other single--
stage compressors had this ribbing. All
variations were visually identical.

Largest of the single stage pumps
was the 11". It looks like the 8", but
about 20% taller. Also; if you can see
them, the cylinder bolt pattern uses 14
bolts for the 11" and only 8 bolts for
the 8".
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The 81/2" cross-compound is uni~
que in appearance. It was used
wherever a large air supply was
needed and the 1500 lb. weight would
not be a disadvantage. Both steam
and air ends were compound, the high
pressure steam driving the low pres-
sure air and the low pressure steam
driving the high pressure air.
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The New York Duplex pump used
two high pressure steam cylinders to
drive compound air cylinders. They
look a lot like Elesco feedwater heater
duplex pumps. New York was big on
the GN. The Harriman roads were
early big users but they were mostly
replaced by 81/2" cc Westinghouse by
the late 1920's, at least on the S..P.
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A few notes in general- first, the
locomotive size has less to do with
pURlp size than service. On our small
railroads this means steep grades
require more air. Sierra RR #18, a
very small s.g. consolidation, used an
11" pump. The small consolidations
on the D&RGW at the end mostly had
two single stage pumps. On the other
hand, many much larger more or less
"flatland' engines used one 91/2"
pump. 'Logging lines with air only on
the engine used a 91/2.

On the single stage Westinghouse
compressors the air inlet and discharge
is always as shown on the drawings but
the steam end can be either right or
left-hand (inlet and exhaust may be
reversed). The 81/2" cross compound
had no such piping option. Three
visual versions of the 81/2" cross
compound have been identified. The
early version has no ribs on the air
end. The drawing shows the most
common, with ribs on the air end. In
1938 a new style was introduced with
the rib on top added.

The air inlet should have a strainer.
The old style "rose" is shown on the 8"
and 91/2" pumps. It strained out bees,
birds and large cinders. The large can
"No. 54" strainer. common after about

NEW YORK DUPLEX PUMP

I
1918 is much more effective. Note,

that the cross compound has two air
inlets and that they were usually piped
as in the 1938 photo.

These and several other size steam
driven compressors were also widely
sold for stationary service. It is correct
to use them at sawmills and foundries,
etc. They were often set outside the
buildings. But remember that they
only work with the piston rod in a
vertical position.

Next, the steam piping for com-
pressors.
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Custom Brass (O/HO) Kibri (HO/N) Plastruct Walthers Kits (O/HO)
Custom Photo/Grophics Ken Kidder PMI Walthers Decols (O/S/HO/N)

WANT MORE INFO FIRST? Dattare Electronics David O. King Polly S Walthe" Parts (O/HO)
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913-101 1976 Walthers HO Scale Catalog 4.50 Durongo Press (O/HO) Lambert Quadront Press Weston Mini-Figures
913-1 05 1976 With D I C t log 1 50 Dyna-Model Lee Town Quality Craft (O/HO/N) Woodland Scenicsa ers eca a a . Eastman 910 Lenahan Railhead X-octa
913-103 Walthers N Scale Supplement 1.00 eda Electranics Lynchgate Rail Line Ye aide Huff-N-Puff

with NEW Up-Date section rKO Lytler & Lytler, Zona
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AIR COMPRESSORS
(CONTINUED)

bv Charles Givens

Type SFThe steam piping is basically simple
but with many detail variations. Start-
ing at the cab turret with a steam valve
(often Westinghouse) the steam pipe
runs to a tee fitting which is the
lubricator fitting, then to the pump
governor, about which more in a
moment, and then to the pump steam
end. As mentioned last issue, on the
single stage pumps the steam inlet may
be either right- or left-hand, with the
exhaust opposite. The cross-
compound pumps are always arrang-
ed as in the drawing.

The exhaust line most often ran into
the smoke box to help provide draft for
the fire. However, many installations
were just piped up to the open air or
behind the stack. Always exhaust up
high, though, so as not to obscure the
enginemen's vision forward. Note that
no valves are needed or used in the
exhaust line, unless of course you find
one in a photo of your prototype.

A drain cock might be placed in the
lowest part of both the steam and the
exhaust lines, especially in very cold
climates.

Type S
Type SG

Steam Valve Type A, AD & AFType SO
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(' - so. -
""- -" - AD-4

2 air connections
(Both to one top)
"5" ISG-4

50-5 -
I AO-5 AO-6

SG-sl

The Westinghouse diagrams show only and the double-top types also Pipe Sizes 3/4" 1" 11/4" 11/2"
the various arrangements and pipe provided for more pressure when ing e Top
sizes recommended. recharging train brakes - a most "S" S-3 S-4 S-5 S-6

The governor throttles the pump to desirable feature. "A" - A-4 A-5 A-6
maintain the desired main reservoir air Note that single or double top has
pressure. We are concerned with no relation to single stage or cross Double Top
seven types in two series. Any type compound; or one or two pumps. 2 air connections
may be used with any pump as long as That is strictly a function of governor one to each top
its steam pipe is the right size for the size. "5'.pump. Most of our small engines used " A ..

The S-series was in universal use either the SO or the SF styles, with the
until about 1929 when the A-series latter the standard supplied by West-
was introduced. The A-series can be inghouse.
used with superheated steam; other- All the different size governors vary
wise the two series are interchangeable in height only about 1", even though
in service. As a practical matter all there are a variety of pipe sizes. 3 air connections
seven styles were used on loggers, N. The air connections of the gover- "5" -
G., and shortlines, but the "s" and nors as well as lubricators, will be "A" -
"A" would be rarely encountered as its covered later in the series.
control was from the main reservoir

SF-4 SF-5 SF-6
AF-4 I AF-51 AF-6

TO "'ON RES CUT-OUT COCK OR TO

IRON PIPE OR 0,- 0 0 COPPER PIPr

(COPPER PI"E PREf"'REO)

" CTION ON BRAKE VALVE
_.".n._."'w,'---"--'" --
ANO CUT.OUT COCK ON ET EOUI"-
MENTS OTHER EOUIPMENTS MAIN .. STEAM VALVE
RES CONNECTION AT BRAKE VALVE

LOCATE ON ENCINEER~ SlOE Of
STEAM TURPET WITH HANOLE

0 IN CONVENIENT POSITION fOR
t "I" OPERATION USE EXTENSION

HAHOL' If N'CESSARY TO
ACCOMPLISH THIS BRACING
'AM' CLOS' TO HANDLE

DR

0

AI E

of A'R COMPRESSOR

Installation Diagram of 8-inch or 9ljz-inch Steam
Driven Air Compressor

","~"""I""""""
"..."."""=.",, <"""...,."",,,,)
.,"". ..., ",."..,," ". I
~~~,~'~';.::.'~:,~:,~;.':~:~ A I".OO"~"""', ~~ " "".""""""""-,",,..,,,,.,

(""""""",,,~.'""""H , "'-
""."'" .,.., 'OU'_'H')~

/ ~,."", "'" -
I "OM '"',""" .", "

",'::;:;~:~~:~'~~~;:::~" :.:~::~'~, ~:;'~,:o'::~
.",. ..., "'~'H' " '" .,., ."," '"' """"'"
"'H""'H"'" 'H'H""~'" """",..",,,
",",",. ",. """",,,. .""H'"""~'~
~:~. 'H"" " ",., 'H ",., " "'H'"

,

, ~:.::~'"

i H" ,'H',,'

Installation Diagram of two 9'iz-inch Steam Driven
Air Compressors Located on the same

side of the Locomotive

(NOT SUPPLIED AS FUNDAMENTAL WITH

- LOCOMOTIVE BRAKE EOUIPMENT)
f IRON PIPE OR { 0 0 COPPER PIPE

C COPPER PIPE PREFERREO)

TO GOVERNOR CONNECTION 0 TO MAIN RES CUT.OUT COCK OR TO
MAIN RES PIPE BETWEEN MAIN RES
ANO CUTOUT GOCK ON ET EOUIP.

" STEAM VALVE MENTS, OTHER EOUIPMENTS MA'N
RES CONNECTION AT BRAKE VALVE

lOCATE 0" E"G"'EE.~ S(OE OF
STEAM TURRET W'TH HANOlE
0" CO"VENIENT PosmON FOR
OPE.ATION USE EXTE"SIO"
HA"OlE IF "ECE,;SAR' TO
ACCOMPLISH THIS BRACING
SAME CLOSE TO HA"OlE

0

E

... AIR COMPRESSOR

Installation Diagram of II-inch Steam Driven
Air Compressor

TO MAIN AES CUT.OUT COCK OA TO
MAIN AE~ PII'E BETWEEN MAIN AES
ANO CUT.OUT COCK ON ET EQUIP.
MENTS, OTHEA EQUIPMENTS MAIN
AESCONNECTION ATBAAKE VALVE

," GLOBE VALVE

~==~J~~~~~ ~ IRON PIPE OR ~ 0 0 COPPER PIPE

\-\~) (COPPER PIPE PREFERAEO)

\
-TO GOVERNOA

CONNECTION ON

BAAKE VALVE
I

If STEAM VALVE

I"
(XHA

OAAIN LOCATE ON ENGINEEA'S SlOE OF
I ~. PIPE STEAM TUAAET, WITH HANOLE

OIL C IN CONVENIENT POSITION FOA. A'A OPEAATION USE EXTENSION

" PIPE OISCHAI\GE HANOLE IF NECESSAAY TO
I ACCOMPLISH THIS, BRACING

AlA ==::. SAME CLOSE TO HANDLE

INLET , "
'1 i PIP(

~ 9, A'R COMPRESSORS

Installation Diagram of two 9 '/2 -inch Steam Driven
Air Compressors located on opposite

sides of the Locomotive
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In,tallation Diagram of two Ii-inch Steam Driven
Air Compressors located on opposite

sides of the Locomotive

,( ",.

Installation Diagram of two 11-inch Steam Driven
Air Compressors locate:d on the same

side of the Locomotive

MAX'MUM PRESSURE
-'" HEAD

...~.
HEAD

"0 OCOPPE. P'PE
FEEOVALVE --

(0" OOPPER P'PE-u.,. "0'.

EXCESS PRESSURE PIPE,TO FEEO VALVE PIPE FOR ," ,"
"ET" EQUIPMENT, OTHER EQUIPMENTS TO "RAKE O. O. COPPER PIPE

PIPE BETWEEN CUT-OUT COCK ANO BRAKE VALVE PREFERREO)

EXCESS PRESSURE OPERATING PIPE

TO GOVERNOR CONNECTION ON BRAKE VALVE MAIN RESERVOIR GOVERNOR PIPE,
TO MAIN RESERVOIR CONNECTING PIPE

. BETWEEN THE TWO RESERVOIRS, FOR
1; STEAM VALVE~ "ET" EQUIPMENT; OTHER EQUIPMENTS

MAIN RESERVOIR CONNECTION AT
BRAKE VALVE

TO LUBRICATOR ,"
" PIPE

--,'. "..."'V'"FROM ..-6m ---

NOTE-Th. p;pi.. ~...~, of 'h. 80~ may .. ,;mpl"" by tho
... of tho sa "'" of 8OV~, a. ill_a,.. ahoY., wi'h lb. No, 6 BT Eqwp-
moo, 'no,,'" of ,.. SF Ty.,., Th. UR of lb. sa 8OV= .Umioa... lb. ,-
-- piP' ~ 'h. d;aph'aiffi -"= of lb. .-. P""=' 80-~ 'OP
and lb. H-6 "au valvo

-~
LOCATE ON ENGINEER'S SlOE ~F
STEAM TURRET, WITH HANDLE
IN CONVENIENT POSITION FOR
OPERATION USE EXTENSION
HANOLE IF NECESSARY TO
ACCOMPLISH THIS, BRACING rfi
SAME CLOSE TO HANDLE -r-

It"PIPE

EXH'UST t;

TO SIGHT FEEO

LUBRICATOR
/WHEN USED

/ "PIPE UNLESS LENGTH OF PIPE
BETWEEN BRANCH AND STRAINER

2PIPE EXCEEDS 5 FT THEN IT SHOULD BE~ 2," EMPLOYING A 2." 2"REDUCER

~~STR"NER

OL-1-_~ .

TO SIGHT FEED

LUBRICATORWHEN USED -
I i PIPE

AIR

DISCHARGE
=-=w:-d'. I I

~~
~

NO 54 AlA STAAINE"

..- ~~

A'R INLET

Installation Diagram of 8)-2-lnch Cross Compound Air Compressor

"c.. ,.,..U.' "".TO "'OVA'V' "" FO.
-" 'OU""'N" OTH'. ,OU""'NT5 TO e.AK'
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~
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Installation Diagram of Two SY.-lnch Cross Compound Air Compressors
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Main Reservoirs
by Charles Givens

Now that we have the compressor
running on steam let's store up some
air. All of the air brake systems we will
discuss are identical through the main
reservoirs, so next issue we will look at !

I
the old A-I or quick action equipment,
followed by 6ET at a later date.

The main reservoirs store a suffi-
cient volume of air to insure proper ~ operation of the brakes. For yard and

passenger (and most short line) en- MAIN RESERVOIR SPECIFICATIONS
gines 40,000 cu. in. was minimum.F I f . h . 60 000 FOR STEAM LOCOMOTIVE USE"

or arge relg t engInes , cu.
in. minimum capacity was used.
Usually at least two reservoirs are used
and as much pipe is used from the
pump to the first and from the first to
the second reservoir as possible for
heat radiation. A minimum of 40 feet 2" PIPE TAP~I

each was recommended. The usual INDICATES PLAIN RESERVOIR. >0<l/ \ ~-

cooling coils for this purpose may be INDICATES ENAMELED RESERVOIR ~ tJ
outside the reservoir under the run-
ning board, next to the boiler behind
the reservoir, above the running =
board, flat under the running boards, :
etc. On N.G. and Short Line engines -2
the radiating pipe varied from full coils, - ,.
both sides, to nothing more than the - ~~".~
connecting pipe needed. These pipes 7"

Ob
are of the sizes shown last issue for the
various compressors. The reservoirs
came in standard sizes. (see table.) If STANDARD MAIN RESERVOIRS
you are freelancing or are short on FOR STEAM LOCOMOTIVES
detail information always use the In tll(, folklwing taol" aI'" li"u'u 0111' Stanuaru "izcs of Main Rps(,rvoirs for Steam Lol'omotives;
standard sizes and be sure you are we ('mk'~vor u) carry the!'e. !'izcH in sto(..k. Special effort shoukl be made to see that these sizes

. . , are !'pc('lfieu whcrevcr pos!'lok,.
provIdIng enough volume. Don t for-get that each reservoir has a drain "..; -

valve.
The other air reservoirs on the

locomotive will be covered in future
columns.

Now for a clarifying note. I was a
little too general in the July issue. The
steam piping for single stage pumps
should be thus noted:

1. 8" pumps right hand only (steam
inlet leftside only).

2. 91/2" pumps right hand only or left
hand and right hand.

3. 11 "pumps all left and right hand.
The left and right hand pumps have
inlet and exhaust pipe connections on

Iboth sides. The connections not used
are plugged. See the 11" pump
drawing to help make this clear.

IH.~IVETED RESERVOIRS THE RIVETED JOINT IS LOCATED 135"
FROM'CRAIN TO AVOID LATERAL INTERFERENCE WiTH HANGERS.

~ ,/

,~"\ Y) 2 PIPE TAP,J ~.--
l PIPE TAP FORORAIN

,boll. Ri"cted Joiot
,.mi-Coovc, H",do

Wcirledin

2OJ:.-;-1~
U'

Rt'SC.fvoirs of tilt, following ~izcs:-iir(' IIlRIlIURct\ll'l'.l1 1'C~uIRrly.

., rSholl. 0 D'. PIpe; I : TYPE CONSTRUCTION Semjo(""nve,Hmds :

Wolded in

~.
rwlw l~~§- ~ "

= ~~~~:.':" .,.,--1-
~ 36" to 168" in steps of 6"

N(lte-The 14" and 16" OuLmet"rs are !\IS() ..vail.."", in 33"lenr:1

Shell. Rive'-d Joint:
Semi-Cnnve, Head,

Riveted in

:!6y;~1~1~~
~ ..."

~Iltsidc Diamet~
Thickness Stock, She"-
r""'Ilth

24Y;

-
Net Weight

Lbo.

392
420
453
514
575
605
697

498
564

C i!.
Cu. In.

17852
19775
21698
25544
29390
31313
37082

25810
30317

Silo
In,h~

20~x 60
20~x 66
20~x 72
20~x 84
20~x 96
20~xl02
20~x120

22~x 72
22~x 84

8;'. J'; Capacity N.t Weilht
Ineh.. C.. In. Lho.

i~f~ 16x 36:;::':;: 6295 - 176-

16x 4R 8577 216
16x 60 10859 256
16x R4 15423 336
16x !J6 17705 376

;.':1 16x120 22269 456" 18Ux 60 14745 339

18Ux 72 17RR5 393
1RUx R4 21024 447
1RUx 96 24163 500
1RUx102 25732 527
18Ux120 30441 607 I I .,.

NOTE-Qrders for main reservoirs differing from those listed above must Invariably specify the outside diameter,
length over all In Inches, ftnish (plain or enameled), working pressure, and should Include a sketch showing
location and size of tapping. hand holes and any other special features required.

11~=~~~'=

III
.,.J~

NIII)\\I"G C()"\'~:X TYP~: ()~. II~:;\I).""OWI"G "';"I-CONVEX TVP'; OF IIL\I).
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by Charles Givens
It's finally time for us to look at

locomotive air brakes. For our pur-
poses all Westinghouse locomotive
equipment is one of two systems. The
A-I equipment was standard on new
engines from the 1890's to about 1906
and used in some special applications
much later. From 1906 until the end of
small steam engines the No.6 ET
equipment was standard. On modem
large locomotives from about 1936 on
the No. 8ET equipment was used. For
you with large modem power the obvi-
ous difference between 6ET and 8ET is
the distributing valve. Cal Scale makes
both in HO; the 8ET valve is part of set
2002.

This month we show diagrams of the
parts of the A-I equipment and a list of
parts needed from the main reservoir
on. Note that A-I included no inde-
pendent brake. To this day Sierra RR
#3 operates with just the basic A-I
equipment. Truck brakes and tender
brakes also were separate schedules. I
have included FL tender equipment on
the list.

The independent straight air
schedules SWA (engine) and SWB
(tender) are listed separately. Your pro-
totype is the best guide as to the need of
the extra plumbing.

Of course tank and geared engines
would not use tender equipment but
the straight air is still optional.

The auxilliary reservoir size depends
on brake cylinder size. A size chart will
be included next issue with the piping
diagrams.

/;3;3

14
/

;34
,-

2

'11'10/ 9/11./13-31---18-28-3-32/19---18-"'~ 4~t-.. , ""2{ 2'4 5-23",-i'o 0 COPPER
I PIPE TO GAG~E . rT"'n

.-17 '

-16

_15TI) - ,- B11-,

,

I
.,,:

""b21\20 . I.
, \ ." , ~PIPE'

22 EOUALlZINo

l/4 RESERVOIR

EXHAUST
j .
'" ' PIPE

BRAKE PIPE

~ fPIP~ :'L' "

h,+-3i'-+--

"I
I1 PIPE

SUPPLY

cG-6 Brake Valve L~
(0-5, E-6, F-6 were simUar) -7;;,j-4;
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Air Hoses w/Glad Hands
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Angle cock

by Charles Givens

A-I Locomotive (Continued)

of

,l

-r

,,;.

- ~+~

Air gage for straight air (shows brake cyl. pressure)

k_-.~" ..
\ "'

.,::j ~'f~qr:w~~j-
Aux. reservoir drain cock (#41814)TriDle Valve cut-out lock (#2233)

Main reservoir drain cock (#7716)

r .,

~

brakes a second auxiliary reservoir
will be used, size to match truck
brake cylinder. Each auxiliary reser-
voir has a drain cock.
One plain triple valve, Type
F Usually mounted on a pipe brac-
ket just in front of the auxiliary reser-
voir for the driver brakes. A cut-out
cock and a centrifugal dirt collector
are in the line between the triple
valve and the brake pipe. (In all our
discussions the "brake pipe" is the
pipe that connects the engine and
cars through the hoses and glad
hands. Also called the "train line").
Brake cylinders Usually two. Your
prototype is the location key. We will
explore brake rigging in the future.

~'.-
1

t

2,

C
,._1

Tender Drain Cup

Well- space limitations made me a
liar last issue. All the tables and charts
aren't appearing on schedule! Let's
continue now with a discussion of the
parts - mostly pictures last issue. For
those who care, the centrifugal dirt col-
lector dimensions "B" and "c" are
7Y2" and 9-9/16".

For A-1 equipment, in the cab we
have the following:

G-6 Brake valve with attached C-6
feed valve This obviously must be
mounted for convenience of the
engineer in use. D-5, E-6 and F-6
valves used an older style feed valve
and would not be found in service
much after 1910. The "E-6" brake
valves available in 0 and HO appear
to be G-6 types in reality.
Brake valve cut-out cock Is in the
brake pipe under the G-6 valve.
Duplex air gage Mounted to be in full
view of the engineer.
With SWA straight-air add the fol-
lowing:
S-3 or S-3A brake valve This is
mounted in a location convenient to
the engineer.
C-6 feed valve Is mounted on a pipe
bracket convenient to maintain but
out of the way otherwise.
Single Pointer air gage mounted
next to Duplex gage. This shows
brake cylinder pressure.

The following parts are placed as
noted:

10" Dia. by 14 x" equalizing reser-
voir Generally mounted under the
cab or under the running board just
ahead of the cab. Almost always on
the right side. Used on all A-1 and
6ET equipment.
One auxiliary reservoir Size de-
termined by brake cylinder size.
Usually mounted under the cab on
the left side. If engine truck has

GAZETTE



Combined automatic and straight air brake for locomotive and tender. SF pump governor shown.

A-1 air brake with SWB tender brake without straight air feature. SF pump governor shown and retainer shown on tender brake.
Train line goes to front and rear, not just rear as shown.

The brake pipe on the locomotive
may be either 1" or 11/4" pipe. It
terminates under the cab in an angle
fitting and hose. On the pilot we have
a cut-out cock, angle fitting and
hose. The straight-air, in addition to
the above, will include a No.2 dou-
ble check valve and an E-I Safety
Valve. These were usually located
near the brake cylinders.

On the tender for A-I equipped en-
gines (FL equipment):

Brake cylinder, Type L, of size
needed for tender weight and au-
xiliary reservoir of matching size the
reservoir will have a drain cock.
A plain triple valve (F type) mounted
on a bracket in front of the auxiliary
reservoir.

March,

A tender drain cup and a centrifugal
dirt collector. The drain cup acts as
the tee from the brake pipe and the
dirt collector is in the line to the triple
valve.
Brake Pipe 1 II or 1 Y4 II to match

locomotive, with angle fitting and
hose in front and angle cock and
hose in back.

For straight-air add the following:
A 34" air line from locomotive
through two angle fittings and two
hoses. A No.2 double check valve
and an E-l safety valve in pipe from
triple valve to brake cylinder.

Many variations were used. The
most obvious visual variations were on
the tender. A quick-action triple valve

(type H) was sometimes used instead
of the Type F. This would be mounted
on the brake cylinder head. A retainer
valve could be used. A brake pipe vent
valve was sometimes used. This will be
described with the 6ET equipment.

On the engine with straight-air the
diagram shows the 5-3 valve. The
5-3A brake valve allowed independent
release of driver brakes and was shown
last issue. The 5-3A required an extra
pipe from the valve to the automatic
side of the double check valve. Brake
cylinders and auxiliary reservoirs will
be shown next issue.



LOCOMOTIVE BRAKE CYLINDERS- - -
DRIVER BRAKE <:YLINDER iAUXILIARY

Size -RESERVOIR

Type No. SIze
Diameter Sttoke--- -

B ~ 8" ~ 10"x24"
B 8" 6" 33-B 10" X 33"
B is'' 7" II-B 10"x33"
B 8" 12" 43-B 10" X 33"
B Iff' 6" 51-B 12" X 33"
B 10"~~ 12"x33"
B 10" 10" 35-B 12" X 33"
B 10" 12" 99-B 12" X 33"
B 12" 8" 13-B 14"x33"
B 12" 10" 15-B 14" X 33"

~~~~ 14"x33"
B 14" 10" 21-B 16" X 33"
B 14" 12" 42-B 16" X 33"
B 16" 10" 101-B 16" X 42"
B 16" 12" 47-B 16" X 42"
C 8" 6" 33-C 10" X 33"
C 8" 7" ll-C 10"x33"
C 10" 6" 30-C 12" X 33"
C 10" ~" 55-C 12" X 33"
C 10" 10" 35-C 12" X 33"

--~ --yo,;- ~ 99-C 1F~
C 12" 8" 13-C 14"x33"
C 12" 10" 15-C 14" X 33"
C 12" 12" 39-C 14" X 33"
C 14" 10" 21-C 16" X 33"
C 14" 12" 42-C 16"x33"

PushUown 6" 6" 66 lU" X 24"
" 6" 8" 48 I 10" X 24"
" 8" 6" 33 10" X 33"
" 8" 7" 11 10" X 33"
;; ---iji"- -c;w;-~- 12" X 33"
". 10" 8" 55 12" X 33"
.. 10" 10" 35 12" X 33"
" 10" 12." 99 12" X 33"
« 12" 8" I:! 14" X 33"

-_.~12"-~- ~-- 14"x33"
..!:- 12" 12" 39 14" X 33"
,.. 14"fO" . 16"x3:~"

~~ ~J~=~-~~-~~
TRl;<:K BRAK.: <:YLINDER AUXILIARY

_?~~'~_I_~I~~-~~
6" r H" I 48-D 10"xI4i" H" 7" I1-D 10" x 20"

8" . J2" I 43-D 10" X 20"
10" , H" 55-D 10" x2H"

r:::~ r- I -~ ~g;; ~ ~~;;
12" H" 13-D 12" X 27"
12" 12" 39-D 12" X 27"

FL Tender Equipment for Freight or Switch Locomotives already provided
with Old Standard A-I, AD or AG Engine Equipments

Now Superseded by Standard No.6 ET Equipment

Schedule Desi!1,nation
---

Brake Cylinder Size

Auxiliary Reservoir Si~

Drain Cock Size

Triple Valve Type

NOTE A-For Engines used in Double-Heading Service or as "Helpers," we recommend including
with this equipment at the additional price involved, a Brake Pipe Vent Valve, Pc.
15280, List Price $12.00 with 10-inch x 24-inch Reservoir, Pc. 3091, List Price
$4.50 and a I-inch Centrifugal Dirt Collector, Pc. 36454, List Price $1.20. As a
Vent Valve is much less seneitive than a Quick-Action Triple Valve, this apparatus
can be used wherever brake pipe venting is desireq, with entire freedom from
undesired quick action. At the same time, it insures the certainty of obtaining
quick action throughout the entire train when desired.

HK and PK Tender Equipment, for Passenger Locomotives already provided
with Old Standard A-I, AD or AG Engine Equipments

Now Superseded by Standard No.6 ET Equipment

""C =~~=c_-_!!!;!~;: -o-=-~ ~~-~c

y;;; Schedule Designation ;;f I HK-812 PK-IO12 PK-12121 PK-1412 PK-1612
,~,..~~~- --

,(~;: Brake Cylinder Size '1; 8" X 12" 10" X 12" 12"x 12" 14" X 12" 16" X 12"",~~ ..,--- ~ ~ ,--,--- ~
'j~ Auxiliary Reservoir Size ~i.;tic~;c~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Drain Cock Size ,,~'i .', .." "" .." I"
I~ -- ;,:,;;;' ~ ~ --!-- ~ ~

-- Triple Valve Type ~~~-1 . P-2 PL~~_-

NOTE A-If Triple Valve is to be mounted on Bracket, order should so state and suitable
bracket, see Part Catalog 3210-2, will be furnished and Type L Brake Cylinder
substituted for Type K in above schedules.

EQUALIZING RESERVOIR

GAZETTE64

by Charles Givens

This month's column is mostly a mass
of tabular data. The size and style of
brake cylinders used depends on your
prototype. I am presenting all this data
so that you can decide from photos
what cylinder was used and the size of
the au'.'iliary reservoirs used with the
A-I equipment. No aux. reserviors
were used with 6ET equipment but the
brake cylinders were used with both
equipments.

We will refer to the different cylinder
styles at a future time when we discuss
foundation brake rigging. Also we will
show some drawings of typical place-
ment or parts on some specific locomo-
tives. Otherwise this concludes our
look at the A-I equipment.



PULL-UP DRIVER BRAKE CYLINDERS.
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by Charles Givens

No.6 DISTRIBUTING VALVE
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The 6-ET Locomotive
Brake Equipment

In the early 1900's Westinghouse
was developing a better airbrake con-
trol system to cope with ever longer
and heavier trains. After several exper-
iments the 6-ET system was first pro-
duced about 1906 and remained the
standard steam locomotive equipment
until superceeded by 8-ET equipment
in the mid-30's. I would guess that a
majority of all steam locomotives in
North America air brake equipped had
the 6-ET equipment.

The chief identifying feature of the
equipment is the #6 distributing valve,
almost always located under or in front
of the cab on the engineer's side. Also,
the small equalizing reservoir is still
used but no auxiliary reservoir is
needed. On the tender only the pipes,
brake cylinder, and often a brake pipe
vent valve are used. Many models goof
at this point and sport an auxiliary
reservoir-on 6-ET engines no air re-
servoirs are used on the tender (unless,
of course, the main reservoir is on the
tender).

A main feature of the 6-ET was the
independent brake which was an integ-
ral part of the equipment and not an
addition as with the A-I equipment.

In the cab:
1. H-6 Automatic brake valve.
2.5-6 Independent

brake valve.
3. 5" duplex air gage.

(same as A-I equipment)
4. 3V2" duplex air gage.
5. B-6 or M-3-A feed

valve.
6. C-6 or M-3 reducing

valve.
The M-3 and M-3-A feed

valves replaced the B-6 and C-6 styles
about 1929. By the late 1940' s the M-3
style was quite common even on older
locomotives as the old valves wore out.
Note that the B-6 feed valve was not

\
)

8-6 INDEPENDENT BRAKE VALVE.

GAZETTE64



8-6 AUTOMATIC BRAKE VALVE
WITH COLLAPSIBLE EQUALIZING PISTON AND TYPE "C" PIPE BRACKET

NO.4 PNEUMATIC BRAKE PIPE VENT VALVE

-
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"-CUT-OUT COCKS

1:~A~ -" ..a7-"... I :;

L_- (~J "",

I' Main Reservoir Cut-out Cock with
'j,' Side Vent. complete (Std. for No.6 ET)

~c~
Pede,tal Brake Valve

With Angle F;Wng P;ece i-inch Cut-out Cock with Choke Fitting
is furnished with ET Locomotive Brake
Equipments. for use in brake cylinder pipe
leading to tender. All details except the
choke fitting are the same as the standard
~-inch Cut-out Cock.

1- ej"-

h"'C'OSSFCATS
I\ 3"""

~-6
-2

~3
_5

-4

f;..,/ Ij,/ j10 ,. / 20
. .. -2

L::-3
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-'ii-~
'1-'C'O~~F-I--~f-

e._,... ... e.,",

I -- I
r-2i ~

I-inch Cut-out Cock with Choke Fitting
is furnished with ET Locomotive Brake
Equipments, for use in brake cylinder pipe
leading to front truck brake cylinder. All
details except the choke fitting are the same
as the standard ?-inch Cut-out Cock.

Pedestal B,ake 'alve
With St,a;ght F;Wng Piece '-':J

1m~
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M-3 SINGLE-PRESSURE FEED VALVE
,WITH D-I PIPE BRACKET,

"CTION ...

f'"..-
mDVA,V'

f"p,.. -
""N AESEAV"A

",0 -0

.,c,"" c.c

33

.-
3.
'3-
..

.
.T'
00
..
3.

M-3-A DOUBLE-PRESSURE FEED VALVE

.-2" ~"

attached to the automatic brake valve
as was the case with the G-6 valve, but
is mounted on a separate pipe bracket.

Outside the cab:
1. No.6 distributing valve. Al-

ways mounted with reservoir
horizontal and never mounted
with reservoir end outside (the
cylindrical end is the reservoir
end).

2. 10" dia. x 14lf2" equa-
lizing reservoir (same as A-I
equipment)

3. Centrifugal dirt collec-
tors -

a. between #6 Dist. valve
and brake pipe

b. between main reservoir
and H-6 brake valve (often
omitted).

4. Brake cylinders - as
needed (at least two)

Tender:
1. Type "L" brake cylinder
2. Brake vent pipe valve

(No.4 is newer style). Used on
all passenger engines. Usually
omitted on short line engines
not used with passenger
equipment.

In the late 1920' s a pedestal brake
stand was cataloged for 6-ET equip-
ment. This was used on some small
locomotives, including Sierra Ry. #36.

In last issue's mass of tables we didn't
identify the bottom cylinder on page
65. It's a type K tender cylinder used
with schedules HK and PK. The L cy-
linder was used with schedule FL and
the 6-ET equipment.

More on 6-ET next issue.

.'CTlON ""

GAZETTE



HO/HOn3
BRASS IN STOCK

by Charles Givens

PFM
HO Southern Ps-4 pacific $225.00
HO NP S-4 4-6-0 $145.0:0
HO Omaha C/P $130.00
HO Ma & Pa C/P $13500
HOn3 K-37 C/P $225.00

WMC
HOn3 Oil Bunker Car S 30.00
HOn3 K-27 Slide Valve Modern $15000
HOn3D&RGWC-16#278 $129.00
HOn3 D&RGWC-16 #268 $139.00
HOn3 #50 Diesel S 79.00
On3 F & CC Caboose $ 75.00
HO SP GS-4 ptd. $19000
HOn3 D&RGW C-25 C/P $150.00
HO SP MT -5 4-8-4 $200.00
HO SP P-4 $16900
HO SP P-4 tender $ 45.00
HOSPT-14-6-0 $137.00
HO D & RGW M-69 4-8-2 $160.00
HO UP "7000" $220.00
HO UP FEF-3 $19000
HOn3 D&RGW K-27 compound $140.00
HO Pennsv D-16b 4-4-0 $144.00
HO Alco PA A&B ptd. $14000

HOn3D&RGWT-12 $119.00
HOn3 K-27 Slide original C/P $150.00
HO SP-8 0-6-0 $130.00
HO SP-10 0-6-0 $135.00
HOn3 D&RGW CAB#0589 $ 50.00
HOn3 D&RGW short cab #0575 $ 45.00
HOn3 D&RGW K-28 w/plow $185.00

and can motor

6-ET (Part 2) and
Some Notes -

This month we present the engine straight air valve when used, was
and tender piping diagrams for the found in a variety of locations.
6-ET equipment in its most modem 3) Westinghouse had recommended
form (circa 1940). locations of centrifugal dirt collectors

At this time a few general notes are in and air strainers, but many varia-
order concerning both A-I and 6-ET tions occurred in service.
equipment. 4) The 6-ET equipment will have the
1) The emergency relay valve shown distributing valve showing and the

on the 6-ET diagram was not gen- A-I will have an auxiliary reservoir
erally used on smaller, older en- and a triple valve on the engine. The
gines. Just omit pipe from brake D&RGW K-36 class was built with
pipe, valve, and pipe to brake valve. A-I equipment in 1925! After WWII

2) The feed valve and reducing valve these engines were changed to
were placed under the brake valve, 6-ET. Photos are your guide.
much as on the pedestal type shown 5) Of course, many other "Field expe-
last issue. The automatic and inde- dient" variations occurred in prac-
pendent brake valves were placed to tice. For example, the (late) V& T
be convenient to the engineer's right #28 4-4-0 uses a steam jamb valve
hand, usually with the independent for the straight air control. In 1977,
(5-6) forward and higher than the yet!
automatic valve (H-6). Same com- More on steam jambs, lubricators,
ments for A-I, except that the and cab interiors next.

.,..
.. "O"", COO"'NO~ ,i,' ,f EXT" ST'O.."'" ',n ,j"

BALBOA
HOn3 C-19 2-8-0 $190.00
HOn3 C-21 $150.00

SUNSET
HO GN F-1 2-8-0 $13500
HO $F "3700" 4-8-2 $160.00

MISC.
KEY HO D & RGW "583" 2-8-0 $125.00
Nickel Plate Wabash J-1 $190.00
SOHO- RGS Edna car C/P $ 84.00
NJ GN CascadeTunnel Electric (2) $ 75.00 ea.

or $140.00 set
KEY- HOn3 C-18 $135.00
CB- D&RGW C-21 #360 C/P $195.00
CB- RGS Rico car C/P S 50.00

WE STOCK KITS FROM:

DURANGO PRESS
RIO GRANDE MODELS
MODEL MASTERPIECES
FINE SCALE MINIAT!)RES
QUALITY CRAFT- (Brass HOn3

D&RGW short caboose kits - $16.95

RESERVATIONS TAKEN FOR:
HO HOn3, O. On3 from SUNSET, WEST-
SIDE. KEY. HALLMARK, NJ BRASS.
NICKEL PILATE. OVERLAND MODELS,
PFM AND LAMBERT

LAYAWAY PlAN---20'iO down and 10'/'
per month ~ i, [ONOLE. . -\

'!"!"i"'NCN""'"

i'."" .'UND" ""..,...,., ',i HOO'

".. COU'"H.

"O""
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Piping Diagram of Westinghouse No. 6-ET Air Brake Equipment for Steam Locomotive Tender.
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SSAE for list of custom service prices

on painting, detailing and installation of

sound systems

GAZETTE.1:;2

4544 W. JACKSON BLVD.

HILLSIDE, ILL. 60162

(312) 544-7091
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Pipillg Diagram of Wcstinghollsc No. G-ET Air Brake Equipmellt for Stearn
Locomotives. (Engine Portion.)

NEW

-
PARADISE COVEREO BRIOGE

DIE CUT BOARD & BATT
METAL TRUSS RODS WITH

40 NUT-WASHER CASTINGS
- $14.95 N - $10.95HO

HOn3 D&RGW 3000 Series BOX CAR KIT No. 130

TUOLUME TRAIN REPAIR SHED
DIE CUT BOARD & BATT

OPERATING DOORS
ON HO MODEL

COMING SOON
TONOPAH SILVER MINE

IN N SCALE
D&RGW COALING BIN

IN HO & N SCALE
SEND SELF-ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
FREE BROCHURE & TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR OUR
DRAWING FOR A FREE KIT. (VOID WHERE PROHI-
BITED BY LAW). SPECIFY GAUGE

MUIR MODELS. INC.
2020M So SUSAN
SANTA ANA. CALIF. 92704

(Non Operating) NARROW GAUGE "SHARON" COUPLERS

-HOn3- -On3- -HOn3-
No 1153p, 100 No 1202.. 100 No 116"p, 100

COUPLE~S - Beautifully detailed of durable
nylon, are center marked, and offer variety
and quality at low cost to the Modeler.

SEE YOUR DEALER TODAY

Seotember. 1 977

.'~REALISM~"n'~~~r' bef;;;~-~available in
HOn3 . SIDE DOORS slj.de . CENTER
ROOF WALK is an integral part of body
. ALL DIMENSIONS taken from the Pro.
totype . SIMPLE CONSTRUCTION. The
car body is one piece with most of the
detail molded on. Most of the remaining
detail has holes provided for locating-
undercarriage the same. On both it is
necessary only to drill for wire parts. It
will accept Kadee Magnetic couplers. .
PRECISION is obvious, crisp, and realistic.
The castings were given to us at Alamosa,
brought back, measured, and made to
~cale.
#130 Kit less decals and trucks only $7.50.

THE RAIL L,NE co.
3600 PITTMAN ROAD' INDEPENDENCE. MiSSDURI 64D52



nient to the engineman for filling and
operation. It had to be high up in the
cab, as oil flowed from it by gravity.

... -""'" -.J And lastly, it must be mounted abso-
lutely vertically.Connections were simple. A 1 II OD
(or larger) copper tube steam pipe ran
from the top of the lubricator to the
boiler or turret. A stop valve would

: usually be placed in this line. Copper.. tubes of Y2" OD would carry the oil,

usually under the boiler jacket, to the
~ """.. , o ~ cylinders and air pump steam line just

before the pump governor.
by Charles H. Givens The mechanical lubricator is simply a

Let's start with steam brakes. About Many shays used steam brakes 'til sma~l pump activat~d by reciprocating
the only steam brakes one found after the end. Cass Scenic RR still does. The motion. Usual location was in the gen-
1900 were on small industrial engines practice of steam brakes on the shay, eral area above the valve stem. O~e or
and logging engines - especially on and air brakes on the train was appa- two were used on one or both sIdes.
shays. The basic rigging is a pipe from rently more widespread in the east than Many more f~eds were used than on
boiler to valve to the brake cylinder(s), in the west. A left side view of a shay is the hydro.static type because many of
with an exhaust from the valve to out- instant proof of brakes - the steam the chassIs partS were often pressure
side the cab. Brake cylinders were not cylinder was very prominent alongside lubed from t~e mechanical ~e. On
used for combined air and steam oper- the firebox. s.hay locomotives, the mechamcallub-
ation, but many engines with steam One other major appliance was 10- ncator ~as placed on the cylinder
brake (or jam) were air-equipped for cated in allnostaillocomotive cabs until ~,over, d~~ectly in fro~t of the engineer.
train operation. Steam jam cylinders relatively recent years. This is the hyd- Manzel brand lubncators were much
were more likely to be "pull in to ap- rostatic lubricator. The lubricator used on shays.

ply" than air cylinders. supplies oil to the main valves and
Shays used a slightly more compli- cylinders, the steam end of the air

cated system as shown in the diagram. pump, and any auxiliary used such as Detroit Bullseye
Steam is used both to apply and release steam brake, stoker engine, etc. Many Locomotive Lubricators
the brakes and two pistons are used in sizes and capacities were made, with
one cylinder. The pistons are the same from one to eight feeds. The mechani-
size on two truckers and the rear piston cal lubricator, driven from the valve
is larger on three truckers, as on the gear, replaced the hydrostatic type on
diagram. The larger piston acuates many engines during the later years of
both 2nd and 3rd truck brakes. Note steam.
the lubricator connection. This is typi- The hydrostatic lubricator was
cal of all steam jams. placed in the cab in a location conve-

BRAKE YALVE ,.~~~:~.~ST~RM TVARFT

~'\1BRICRTOR~{J! ff1 LUBRIC RTIOt't "i3 STCRI"J PIPE i

L~)~'""1._1:&--.sTr:RM INLET

~~~ #42 Five Feed Standard

ExHAUST

PIPE TuR.NED-. ,STEAM BRR~E <"-Y-L.INOE~
'3 T~UCK ~HRY lPlpe ~~£..eD

~Sti ~oD
PUSH ~OD--

-.-
-1/" J

.. ,.,.BACK OFF t;RAK&"

"1f,~IIiCOCKDRAII'! COC,...(,,-fJPPLICATION

The Lima steam brake equipment for Shay locomotives
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RATCHET LEVER

-
CONN LINK AND PINCOMB LEVER PIN
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COMB LEVER
\\
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TERMINAL CHECK~
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Installation (If Xathan
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Notes on MDC
Consolidation Drive

Dear Bob, Nathan Type D\T: Mechani~al ~ator. Pensacola, Florida:
re: article "Inexpensive Consolidation" The Gulf Coast Narrow Gauge Soci-

in Sept. 1977 issue of N,G.&S.L. -. ety and the Pensacola Department of
GAZE1TE, pp. 24-26, by Paul Coming Events. . . Parks,an~,Recreation present "Sandy
Scoles. Rails 78. February 19, 12 noon until

We are always pleased to see mod- Anchorage, ~Iaska: . 4 P.M. - Sanders Beach.Cent~r, 913
elers upgrading and improving Northern Lights Model Railroad So. I St., Pensacola, Flonda. DIsr:I~ys
mechanisms and of course like to see Club, Open House - December 26, - Contests - Flea Market - ClInIcs.
our parts and supplies being utilized in 12-6 P.M., at Pacific Auctio~, Mile 7 For Details - SASE to: Paul Jenkin-
that regard. However, I have a word of Old Seward Hwy. Free. Details: Darryl son, Box 1795, NlTC, Pensacola, FL
caution on the MDC HOn3 consolida- Huffman, SRA Box 1411, Anchorage, 32511 - or Phone Terry Bobe (904)

tion installation. Neither the parts listed Alaska 99502. 438-8367.

nor text indicate the need for a correct THREE FEET IS GREATER THAN FOUR FEET EIGHT AND ONEHALF INCHES THREE
worm (our 72DP, pt. #10000-06) to ~ ' , 1." SEASON CLEARANCE ON HO ~
mesh with NWSL gears as used in the:c a > 4 S"f AHM German Hudson New".. 180 ~
d .b d d' fi ti Th . tu '" . . . BSM SP GS*4f/p . . . . . . . . . . . . 175-

escn e mo I ca on. epIc re Z YuP. It IS, and us narrow mInd. D& RGW K36 Mint 225 r/}

(middle page 26) shows (I believe) the 0 ers have it made. ~e ~ave our pi~k ~f the 4 Car Pass Set. , . . . . . . . , 200

.. I MDC h. h . f . Q most comprehensIve lIst of goodies In the CB D&RGW C 21 N 361 180ongtna worm w IC IS 0 mcor- Z history of narrow gauge model ing. I HM . o. . . .
26t .t h . t I d < h d h k bl KEY " D&RGW Short Caboose.. ~

rec PI c mcorrec Pressure ang e an '--" as create t e remar a e, IS Im- M ' I k B "
P I I 250 .-,

, , . Iwau ee 1- oarcp... ~

incorrect helix angle for our 72DP :c portIng models we never had, an~ WMC IHM Baldwin 4-4-0 No. 0006. . 760 ~
t-' has come through on a value basIs, and T B'I Sh 695

gears. While it apparently does work, ~ let's not forget all our ot~er manufactur- D:R~~ e~27a~~.. 4S1 '. '. '. 1100

the life expectancy of the idler will be E-- ers !hat have spent.1 000" s of hours pro- PFM D&RGW K27 . . . . . , . . , . 1100
. I d ~ duclng those beautIful kits. "-

quIte poor. We strong y recommen ~ N .t ' t " t t tt Ie D&RGW K28 Mint ,. 225 ~- ow I s Ime 0 s ar 0 c an GN S-1 484 175 0
the ~~e of NW?L worms as th.ey are, in ~ up the dust, clean. some track, ~nd find AT&SF HUdS~~s:.~~: ~i~.' 220 ~
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. ' ~ glue to set last spring, and gIve some of B 2 h L P 250
Ie, etc., especIally manufactured to Z your friends a call and start operating. S ay atestI th '

f f .1 . < D& RGW P-44 4.6,2 . . . . . 160
SO ve e majOr cause 0 gear al ure m :C' SEASONS WISHES TO ALL * UgH 13 Ton Shay.. 2 left. . . 240
models - poor worm quality. While I !-' Master charge, BankAmericard/Visa, MO, WMC D&RGW C16 No. 268. .. 140
am not familiar with the specific gear ~ Certified, Personal checks must clear. D&RGW C16 No. 278. , . 130

.f ' d ff 72DP E-- D& RGW K36 . . . . . . . . . . 265
motor speclle , we 0 er worms < Na.rrow Gauge trades welcome, Call or D& RGW K37 Mint. . . . . , 225 ~
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Cab Details

Now that we have examined most
of the gadgets found in the locomotive
cab let's take a look at them in their
natural habitat. This month we will
look into the cab of Caspar, South
Fork & Eastern #5, a very small 2-6-
6-2. This engine was an oil burner,
thus the fireman's (left) side and the
fire-box door are different than those
of a wood or coal burner.

First, a few general notes. All con-
trols and gauges must be accessible/
visible from the engineman's seats,
except the rarely touched main turret
steam valves and controls such as air
pump, generator, injector stop valves,
lubricator steam valve, and oil firing
steam manifold main valve. None of
these require any use while running
except in rare instances.

Let's start on the fireman's side.
Mter all, he boils' the water! Gauge
glass and steam gauge must be visible
from his seat. Injector controls and
blower valve ditto. On oil burners the
firing valve and attendant steam valves
must also be conveniently placed for

"-="""." "".". "'"". """',"""" "

the fireman's use.
The tray above the fire door is used

as a resting place for oil cans and long
oilers when the engine is in service.
Number 5 had been slumbering ten
years in the engine house when the
photo was taken.

On the engineer's side things are
more crowded and complex. The
throttle lever is angled to have the
handle at a convenient height-it
slants up on this and other small
engines, down on larger engines. The
reverse lever must clear the side of
the boiler, must allow leg room, and
should be convenient. The brake valve
handles are always located for easy
use, usually with the independent
valve mounted higher as here. Of
course, the steam and air gauges must
be easily visible and the water glass
usually is also, but not on this engine.
The lubricator must have its sight
glasses visible and regulating valves
accessible, although on larger engines
the engineer may have to stand up to
check the operation as location hei~ht

c- J

by Charles H. Givens

is critical to the lubricator's proper
operation.

This engine has seatboxes for the
crew. Many engines, especially "deck-
less" types such as D&RGW C-classes,
used a drop seat to allow ingress and
egress.

Other controls in the cab include
the whistle lever or cord from the cab
roof, engineer's side; Bell cord strung
to cab roof, fireman's side; cylinder
cock lever or air actuating valve, en-
gineer's side; sander lever(s) or air
valve(s) engineer's side; and head-
light and cab light switches over the
side window (above the seat) on one
or both sides.

With this installment we have cov-
ered most of my original goals on pre-
senting appliances and piping for
smaller locomotives. We will next
turn our attention to brakes on other
rolling stock. Do you have any sugges-
tions for future topics? If so, please let
me know, c/o the GAZ~



by Charles H. Givens

Let's leave those dirty old steam
engines this month. Instead let's exa- - ~ mine air brake equipment on other

rolling stock. Until about 1934 all The old standard was HC and HD with the triple valve bolted on the
freight cars used simple and fairly equipment introduced in 1887 using reservoir end and the release valve
uniform appearing air brake apparatus. type- H triple valves, which was super- screwed into the reservoir body. Thus
Each car usually had the following: seded by KC and KD equipment all major air-operated parts were in
1. Triple valve using type-K triple valves about 1906. one unit. Five brake cylinder sizes
2. AuxilIary reservoir The K triples are in use to this very covered all sizes of rolling stock. These
3. Brake cylinder day on Colorado narrow gauges and were 6" X 8", 6" X 12", 8" X 8", 8"
4. Release valve other operations, but were banned X 12", and 10" X 12".
5. Angle cock and hose (on each end fromICC interchange right after World For cars (mainly hopper and ore

of car) War II. As modelers we don't need to cars) which had obstructions prevent-
6. Retaining valve worry about the differences, as the H ing use of the HC or KC types the HD
7. Piping, and K triples were visually identical, (and later KD) detached type was
8. Foundation brake rigging (the except for the cast-in letters on the available. This had a cast iron reser-

levers, rods and brakeshoes to valve body. voir with the triple valve bolted on,
apply the braking force) The HC and KC systems were but the brake cylinder was a separate

9. A hand brake (usually on both built around the combined brake cylin- piece to allow more convenient posi-
ends on cabooses) der and cast iron auxilIary reservoir tioning of the parts.

TYPE C (Combined) 6"x8" FREIGHT BRAKE CYLINDER AND RESERVOIR
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TYPE C (Combined) 8"x12" FREIGHT BRAKE CYLINDER AND RESERVOIR
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Illustrated here are four sizes of
combined brake cylinder reservoirs
and two sizes of detached brake cylin-
der reservoirs. Also presented are en-
larged views of a triple valve and a
reservoir release valve. Both triple
valves and reservoir release valves
are shown in place on each of the
drawings of reservoirs; triple valves
are attached to the left of the reser-
voirs, reservoir release valves are
screwed into the bottom of each reser-
voir.
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In the March/April GAZETTE I
described freight car brake cylinders,
reservoirs and retaining valves. In
this issue I will provide some dia-
grams that show KC equipment ins-
tallations and a hopper with KD (sep-
arate) equipment.

The only new brake system part
introduced is the hand brake. The old
standard brake wheel on a vertical
shaft simply wound a chain on the
bottom of the shaft to pull the rods
tight and apply the brakes. A ratchet
and a pawl kept the brakes applied
when desired.

The newer Ajax and Minor geared
brakes are self-contained with a ver-
tical brake wheel. When applied, the
rod below is raised and works the
rigging through a bell crank.

Note that the retaining valve is
always near the hand brake wheel.

The next issue will have more de-
tail on foundation brake rigging.by Charles H. Givens
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by Charles H. Givens

The foundation brake rigging con-
sists of the brake shoes and all of the
brake beams, rods, and levers that
connect the shoes to the brake cylin-
der (or cylinder) and to the handbrake
wheel.

Let's start at the brake shoes. On
most old equipment the brake beams
and shoes were body hung outside the
truck frames. The brake beams were
generally made of wood, and the brake
shoes came in many patterns. Most
equipment after about 1900 used in-
side truck hung metal brake beams.
Figure 1 shows a typical brake beam
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Figure 1. A.A.A. Standard No. 15 Brake Beam
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and a standard brake shoe. Figure 2
shows the differing positions of the
brake shoes on typical freight car
trucks when the brakes were hung
either outside or inside the truck
frames.

A series of levers and rods con-
nects the brake beams to the brake
cylinder. A couple of general design
factors should be kept in mind. First,
the rods are always in tension ready
to apply the brakes. Next, a "floating
fulcrum" design is almost always used
which equalizes the force at each
brake shoe (Figure 3). The levers are

attached to the car body at a mini-
mum number of points. Usually one
connection is made at each truck and
one end of each lever is pinned to the
car body.

The one exception to the "tension-
only" rule is the brake cylinder push
rod. The brakes are applied when the
piston/piston rod/push rod assembly
is forced out by air pressure. This
arrangement eliminates piston rod
packing and leakage. All brake cylin-
ders for cars and most for locomotives
work this way.
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OUTSIDE HUNG BRAKES

Figure 2. Truck drawings modified from Cooch Enterprises.

Figure 3. Typical A.A.A. Brake Lever Badge and Dimen-
sion plates.
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By GREGORY LE PAK,
This epic 9X12",256 page book recreates the Rio!
Grande's passenger service from 1871-1978. Rare
pictures include D&SL & RGS trains plus several~
early narrow gauge depots. Photos are published
for the first time with several in full color.
. Edition limited to 2000 signed and numbered hardbound books

Numerous passenger coach drawings with interiors accurately illustrated

A review of the Rio Grande's private cars
, Dealer inquiries invited Alpine Publishing Ltd.

~ 5031 West Fremont Drive

Publication September '78 Send $ 2 6 . 95 to: Littleton. Colorado 80123







If you model most any American rail-
road from 1915 to 1955 or so, your steam
motive power should conform to the stan-
dards presented here and in the next Bent
Pipes in January. These standards were
mandatory on all ICC roads and were
followed by most industrial and logging
lines as well. Many states had industrial
safety laws before OSHA. State stan-
dards were similar to the ICC standards.

Only very specialized service, such as
some steel mill or mine switching service
might have had other standards. Very
decrepit operations might knock off some
parts and not replace them, but in general,
equip your motive power as illustrated
and your road will be legal!

by Charles H. Givens
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Here is the balance of the steam loco-
motive safety appliance data started in
the Nov/Dec issue. A few notes are in
order. First, note that hand brakes were
not required on locomotives or tenders.
As a practical matter most were equipped
with handbrakes on the tender only. This
was usually on the front of the tender and
operated from the gangway. Location could
be either engineer's or fireman's side and
operated by horizontal wheel, vertical
wheel, or lever, A few tank engines had
handbrakes. I have never seen handbrakes

by Charles H. Givens
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on a geared engine. When left unattended
locomotives were usually left chained to
the rail, rather than depend on brakes. On
some large engines, such as the SP, the
handbrake lever was on the back of the oil
tank and operated from the top of the
water tank. On the other hand, recent
research indicates that most SP 0-6-0's
had no handbrakes. Absence or presence
of the handbrake can be hard to determine
from photos unless you are lucky enough
to have a clear shot of the front of the
tender. Sometimes you just have to guess.

The standards did not take oil burners
into account. Some more grab irons usual-
ly appeared on the front of the oil tank and
often on top of the oil tank as well.

Sometimes but not regularly handrails
were used inside the cab, across the
backhead being about the only such use I
have noted.

Not exactly safety appliances but also
covered by ICC regulations was the cab
curtain. Usually made of canvas, this
often rolled up like a window curtain and
was held up over the rear cab opening with

Handrails
Number-Two (2) or more.
Dimensions - Not less than one (1)

inch in diameter. wrought iron or steel.
Location - One on each side of boiler

extending from near cab to near front end
of boiler. and extending across not less
than twenty-four (24) nor more than sixty-
six (66) inches above running board.

Manner of application - Handrails shall
be securely fastened to boiler.

Hand-Brakes
Hand-brakes will not be required on

locomotives nor on tenders when attached
to locomotives.

If tenders are detached from loco-
motives and used in special service, they
shall be equipped with efficient hand-
brakes.

Running Boards
Number-Two (2).
Dimensions - Not less than ten (10)

inches wide. If of wood, not less than one
and one-half (11h) inches in thickness; if of
metal not less than three-sixteenths (3/16)
of an inch, properly supported.

Location - One (1) on each side of
boiler extending from cab to front end
near pilot-beam. (Running-boards may be
in sections. Flat-top steam-chests may form
section of running-board.)

Manner of application - Running-
boards shall be securely fastened with
bolts, rivets or studs. Locomotives having
Wootten type boilers with cab located on
top of boiler more than twelve (12) inches
from boiler-head shall have suitable run-
ning-boards running from cab to rear of
locomotive, with handrailings not less
than twenty (20) nor more than forty-eight
(48) inches above outside edge of running-
boards, securely fastened with bolts, rivets
or studs.

of tender, located within eight (8) inches
of rear of tank extending from within eight
(8) inches of top of end-sill to within eight
(8) inches of side handrail. Post supporting
rear end of side running-board if not more
than two (2) inches in diameter and pro-
perly located, may form section of hand-
hold.

An additional horizontal end handhold
shall be applied on rear end of all Vander-
bilt type of tenders which are not equipped
with vestibules. Handholds to be located
not less than thirty (30) nor more than
sixty-six (66) inches above top of end-sill.
Clear length of handhold to be not less
than forty-eight (48) inches.

Ladders shall be applied at forward
ends of side running-boards.
Handrails and Steps for Headlights

Locomotives having headlights which
can not be safely and conveniently reached
from pilot-beam or steam-chests shall be
equipped with secure handrails and steps
suitable for the use of men in getting to
and from such headlights.

A suitable metal end or side ladder
shall be applied to all tanks more than
forty-eight (48) inches in height, measured
from the top of end-sill, and securely
fastened with bolts or rivets.

Couplers
Locomotives shall be equipped with

automatic couplers at rear of tender and
front of locomotive.

Tenders of Vanderbilt Type
Tenders known as the Vanderbilt type

shall be equipped with running-boards;
one (1) on each side of tender not less than
ten (10) inches in width and one on top of
tendernotless than forty-eight (48) inches
in width, extending from coal space to
rear of tender.

There shall be a handrail on each side
of top running-board, extending from coal
space to rear of tank, not less than one (1)
inch in diameter and not less than twenty
(20) inches in height above running-board
from coal space to manhole.

There shall be a handrail extending
from coal space to within twelve (12)
inches of rear of tank, attached to each
side of tank above side running-board, not
less than thirty (30) nor more than sixty-
six (66) inches above running-board.

There shall be one (1) vertical end
handhold on each side of Vanderbilt type
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leather straps. Other designs opened
sideways. Cab curtains were not always
found on cabs in southern climates.

Last for now - handrails and grab-
irons were usually of the minimum required
diameter. Also, steps were placed on the
side of the boiler to allow access to sand
dome covers, whistle and pop valves and
dynamo. These are easily placed from
photos.

The following excerpt from a locomo-
tive cyclopedia explains the safety stan-
dards common to all steam locomotives.
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